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Abstract
Thin films of tin oxide were prepared by room temperature

thermal evaporation of blue-black stannous-oxide, SnO powder
synthesised from metal tin. X-ray diffractograms reveal that
as prepared amorphous samples form polycrystal of SnO by
annealing at 300 C in air ambient for 30 minutes and they
will be oxidized to polycrystal of SnO with further annealing
at 500 C or above. Optical measurements indicate that the
dispersion energy E and the single oscillator strength E are
highest for SnOv polycystal with a magnitude for about 14.8 eV
and 4.0 eV respectively compared to 10.4 eV and 3.4 eV for
SnO . Further, the plasma energy E was determined to be in the
range of 3.4 eV to 8 eV; increase! with increasing composition
of SnO . The density of valence electron N(E) can be estimated
from the plasma energy E .

p

Introduction
Tin oxide films are mainly used as transparent electrodes

in solar cells applications (1], thin films resistors [2],
components of optoelectronics devices 13], transistors [41 and
gas sensor devices [5].

The structure of the thermal evaporated stannous oxide
(SnO) thin films was studied using X-ray diffraction technique
(XRD) and the characteristic energies ie. the oscillator
strength E , dispersion energy E and plasma energy E were
obtained from refractive index spectra in the range of p 500
to 700 nm by using the Wemple and Di Domenico relation [7].
The microstructural development was controlled by annealing at
various temperatures between 100 - 550 °C. The characteristic
energies at each annealing temperature are then correlated
with the structural changes. The density of valence electron
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N(E) was obtained from plasma energy E for each annealing
temperature T . p

Experimental Details
The stannous oxide (SNO) crystallites powder used was

synthesised from metal tin and the thin films were prepared by
using EDWARD thermal evaporation system. The details of the
samples preparations process, structural studies, optical
studies and also the annealing process has been reported
elsewhere [6].

Theory
Wemple and Di Domenico [7] have obtained a relation

expressed in Equation (1) below relating the refractive index
n with the oscillators strength E and the dispersion energy

nZ(E) = 1 + [ E • E ) / I E 2 - E Z ] (1)
d o o

E is defined as the average strength of the optical interband
transitions and it does not depends on the energy gap of the
material or the volume density of valence electron N(E). E is
the energy of the effective dispersion oscillator. Typically
E is near the main peak of the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant spectrum. Following Equation (1), E and E
can be obtained from a graph of (n - 1) versus °
(nZ-l)*E2 [8].

Further, from the Kramers-Kronig relations, Cody et al 19]
have obtained and expression that relate n, E and E as

c p

n2(E)-l = I E ] / [ E2 - E2 ] (2)
p °

Therefore by Equating (1) and (2), E can be expressed as :-

E = ( E «E ! 1 / 2 (3)
p o d

where E is defined as the energy required to free all valence
electronspfrom their atoms. As F depends on E and E , it can
be offered that E depends on *JV- «r!fctronic configuration of
the electron? as &el! as I'nt- ?•!• :•*, and long range order
structure of the semiconductor" Knowing E , plasma
frequency W can bedetermined and ;>erice the NfE) P 19]:-

p
2 Nf F.)"e2/rr 14)

where m and e are the mass of free electron and the electronic
charge respectively.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffractograms for as prepared

sample (T = 0) and those annealed at 100 °C to 550 °C at an
interval of 50 or 100 °C. The thickness of the as prepared
samples were measured optically and the values are between 600
to 1000 nm. From ASTM index, peaks A. B, C, D and E correspond
to SnO phase and peaks A', B\ C\ D' and E" correspond to
SnO phase.

At T = 0 to 200°C, no peak appear on the diffractograms.
Peaks correspond to SnO begin to emerge at T = 300 °C and
the relative intensity of the peaks increase to 450 °C, and
then decrease as T increase to 500 °C and completely vanish
at 500 C. The peaks which correspond to SnO begin to appear
at 450 C and the relative intensity increase as T increases.

From the above results there are three different regions
of microstructural development. The structure of the tin oxide
films were amorphous, poly crystal line with the extant of SnO
for T = 0-200 °C, 300-450 °C and 450-550 °C respectively. Z

No Sn6 peak is observed at T = 550 °C suggesting a complete
oxidation to SnO .

Figure 2 shows the spectra of refractive index n in the
wavelength range of 500 to 700 nm for various sample. The
spectra were obtained from optical transmission spectra using
JC.Manifacier method of analysis {10]. A plot of (n2-!) with
respect to (n -1)*E can be drawn from these spectra. Figure 3
is the typical >plot of the graph for as prepared sample where
E and E are obtained and E can be calculated from Equation 3.

Figure 4 summarized thepdependence of E , E and E on T .
They have similar features with E and seems to sfiow *a
significant variation with T compare ?o E and E . There are
also three obvious regions corresponding to the cfianges in E ,
E and E with respect to T . For T = 0 - 200 °C - tfie
characteristic energies increase, at T = 300 °C - 450 °C the
characteristic energies seem to increase*again.

Density of valence electron N(E) is obtained from Equation
(4) and as E is proportional to N(E), the dependence of N(E)
on T shows p a similar feature as shown by E and is
illustrated in Figure 5. p

The characteristic energies (E, E and E ) and also the
density of valence electron N(E) °have a strong correlation
with the structural development of the samples. The as
prepared samples were structurally disordered (amorphous) with
smaller characteristic energies. As the samples were annealed
at 300 °C, the thermal energy allows the atoms to reorganize
themselves and some formed crystallites of SnO, increasing the
density . of charge carriers and the magnitude of the
characteristic energies. E, E, E and N(E) reach its maximum
at 4.0 eV, 14 eV, 8 eV and 48 x 10Z1 cm"3 respectively and is
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contributed by SnO phase. The XRD results suggest that further
heat-treatment would encourage the growth of SnO crystallites
from SnO as evident by the decrease in the intensity of SnO
(from the relative intensity of the SnO and SnO peaks) as T is
increased above 450 °C. At this stage the structure of the tin
oxide films is more disordered than that of polycrystalline
SnO resulting in the E , E. E and N(E) to drop to 3.45 eV,
10.4 eV, 6.0 eV and° 24 px 10 l cm"3 respectively but are
slightly higher than that at 100 °C (amorphous-stage).

Conclusions
The structure of the sample changes from' amorphous to

polycrystalline of SnO as it annealed at 300 °C. The SnO phase
begins to appear and grow at T > 450 C.

There is a strong correlation between the changes in the
structure to the optical transition characteristic energies
especially the E. the studies also suggest that within the
range of T considered the density of charge carriers is
highest for SnO phase at about 4.0 x 1022cm"? This parameter
of N(E) is observed to d strongly on the structural order of
the sample.
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